in that keep the axles fully oiled. 12
The keeps are being cast by for us
through the MHR who have used these
keeps on their own locomotives.
Delivery of the keeps is expected in
early spring.
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The final piece of the trailing truck we
are currently working on is the dust
The fabricated dust cover
covers that sits over the spring beams.
Like the trailing truck itself the dust
cover on the original twenty Merchant Navys was a cast piece but a later
fabricated version was introduced on the last batch of ten Merchant Navys
to save weight. The most noticeable difference between the two types is
the appearance with the fabricated version losing the arched look of the
earlier design. The society has decided to use this later version of the dust
cover as it offers several advantages over the original cast design. The
foremost reason comes down to the fact the drawings for the cast covers
were lost. Although it would possible for us to recreate them using the
covers on the other Merchant Navys the cost of getting this done and
approved to be used on the locomotive coupled with the cost of casting
and then machining wouldn't be the best use of supporters money. The
society has the drawings for the fabricated version and getting them made
is relatively inexpensive in comparison to the cast version. This
component once completed and installed on our fabricated trailing truck
will give our locomotive another unique feature that the other Merchant
Navy‟s wont have. The dust covers are available for sponsorship which
each of them costing £300.
Finally returning to the frames,
work has continued on the CAD
front with the boiler support
bracket being completed. These
were removed from the
locomotive during the rebuilding
of the class. The boiler support
bracket acts as a frame stretcher,
centre crosshead slide mounting,
plunger brackets and the front of
the oil bath. To get the boiler
support bracket made we would

How the fabricated dust cover will be made
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become near impossible so
manufacturing our own is the
only option left for us. The first of
these will be the axlebox covers
which are being cast using a pattern
we have been able to make thanks
to the Merchant Navy Locomotive
Preservation Society kindly lending
us one of Clan Lines spare covers
for this purpose. Once cast the
covers will be cleaned up and the
rear face milled flat. We have two
axlebox covers for the trailing truck The axlebox cover on 35006s trailing truck
available for sponsorship each
priced at £150. You can find all the components we have available for
sponsorship at the end of this report.

CAD design for the trailing truck spring
beam (James Pearce)

The Spring Beams are another
component that was removed at
Barry and will be manufactured
by an outside contractor. With
these being a safety critical
component we will be using a
highly recommended contractor
used by the MHR and other
heritage railways, they also made
the new front end for a certain A3.
The spring beams will be forged,
fully machined and tested before
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Thanks to Colin Jeffreys for sending us these great scans for us to use, Colin posts pieces
like this taken from Southern Railway Magazine on his twitter @SunnySouthSam.

they are handed over to us. This
will give us some springs beams
ready to fit with all the necessary
paperwork. These are available for
sponsorship at £850 each.
The keeps for the bogie and trailing
truck axleboxes have all been
kindly sponsored by Mr Alan
Dixon. These keeps sit below the
axles and hold the lubrication pads An example of a previously produced truck
keep that will be made for 35011

21C11 on shed at Salisbury in June 1947 wearing the headboards for the Devon
Belle. [Copyright Mike Morant collection]

